Cut Patient Washing
Times By 50%
Saves time, saves money, promotes
independence and improves wellbeing.

NHS

How can you increase staﬀ
eﬃciency and save huge
amounts of time and
money when washing
patients?
These astonishing new products not
only work amazing well but also
increase patient independence and
well-being. As you read the case
studies you will discover facts and
ﬁgures that show just how many
thousands of pounds can be saved
every year.

Eﬀective washing without water, from the
comfort of your bed or chair
Cut patient washing times in half
Save a whopping 25 - 40% on
patient washing costs
Reduce staﬀ workload
Slash utility bills
Minimise patient stress
& discomfort
Increase patient well-being
& dignity
Reduce risk of patient falls and
manual handling issues

GUARANTEED
SAVINGS

What is Nilaqua?

Nilaqua is a proven range of specially formulated liquid
soaps and shampoos that you simply towel oﬀ!
To use, apply the soap solution directly to the body,
massage to release dirt, grease and odours into
the lather and then remove by towel drying! No
water or rinsing required. Smells great and
leaves no sticky residues.
Nilaqua’s kind and gentle formula is designed
for long-term use. It is pH balanced and
hyper-allergenic, paraben and alcohol free.
Nilaqua is manufactured in the UK and fully
complies with the European Cosmetics
Directive. These amazing new products
are in daily use around the world and are
gaining rapid popularity in the
healthcare sector and many others.

Savings for Bed Bath Washing
Current NHS Bed
Bathing Method

Nilaqua Comparison

1a) Bed Bath Method:
A Nurse (RGN) or Healthcare Assistant (HCA) requires a
towel, a bowl of warm water per person, per washing
session, a handful of dry wipes and an individual small bar of
soap per wash (infection control). The carer must wipe /
wash with soap, rinse and dry the patient.
NB. In a severe case of incontinence – urine, faecal,
diarrhoea, vomit etc. You will need to repeat the above,
several times per shift and use 1/2 a packet of the dry wipes
each time.

1a) Bed Bath Method Using Nilaqua:
To bed bath a patient with Nilaqua, the carer will take a
towel, a bottle of Nilaqua Body Wash and a handful of dry
wipes. They will wipe / wash using Nilaqua and simply towel
dry (no bowls of water, pre-wetting or rinsing required).

1b) Bed Bath- Hair Washing Method:
To wash hair the nurse/carer will take a bed tray, jug,
shampoo, towels and bucket to the bedside; pull the bed
away from the wall, remove head board and attach the tray.
Then wet the hair, shampoo and rinse (rinsing may take 2
jugs of water depending on hair thickness and length, plus
bucket changes), and towel dry. Once this is completed the
nurse must dispose of the dirty water / equipment and put
everything away. 90% of the time you will also have to
change the sheets afterwards due to spills.

Material Costs

Material Costs

Detergent proof disposable bowl (£26.00/100) £0.26
5/6 dry wipes (£0.75 /100 wipes) £0.04
Soap £0.25ea
Warm water costs: (1 bowls 5L per bowl + heating) £0.11
Shampoo £0.15
Warm water costs: (2 bowls 5L per bowl + heating) £0.21
Total Materials: £1.02
Labour Costs
Time average 13.58 (ave) minutes washing for the body only.
Add another 26.32 (ave) minutes if hair washing is required
Average wages HCAs - £8.20/hour (13.58+26.32)mins = £5.45
Wages RGNs - £14.27 /hour (13.58+26.32) = £9.49
HCA bed bathing cost for body & hair washing £6.47
RGN bed bathing cost for body & hair washing £10.51
It’s clear to see at either end of the pay scale that the bulk of
the cost is the labour time taken. We cannot predict the ratio
between trained nurses and carers or the various pay grades
so we have used the average of the lowest paid HCA to a
band 5 RGN nurse to give us an overall average.

1b) Bed Bath- Hair Washing Using Nilaqua:
To wash hair the nurse will take a bottle of Nilaqua shampoo to the bedside; apply the shampoo, massage and towel
dry.
5/6 dry wipes (£0.75 /100 wipes) £0.04
Nilaqua 100ml Body Wash £1.50
Nilaqua 100ml Shampoo £1.50
Total materials £3.04
Labour Costs
Time average 8.54 (ave) minutes washing for the body only
Add another 11.18 (ave) minutes if hair washing is also
required. Total 20.12 (ave) minutes...
Average wages HCAs - £8.20 hour (8.54+ 11.18mins) = £2.70
Wages RGNs band 5 - £14.27 /hour (8.54+ 11.18mins) =
£4.69
HCA Nilaqua bed bathing cost for body & hair
washing £5.74
RGN Nilaqua bed bathing cost for body & hair
washing £7.73
Nilaqua SAVINGS
HCA /Carer providing a full bed bath cost an average £6.47
using NHS method or just £5.74 using Nilaqua, saving £0.74
(11.40%) per patient per wash.
RGN providing a full bed bath cost an average £10.51 using
NHS method or just £7.73 using Nilaqua, saving £2.78
(26.45%) per patient per wash.
The ﬁgures show you can save up to 26% oﬀ patient
washing costs. Multiply this time/cost saving per carer
per ward per care home and the savings can be colossal…

Savings for Bath Tub Washing
Current NHS Bath
Tub Method

2a) Bath Tub Method:
If the patient cannot walk or is too ill to walk, it
requires 2 carers to take them to the bathroom and
wash them. The average time to undress a patient,
hoist them in/out, wash, dry, re-dress and return
them is typically 39.54 (ave) minutes.
Material Costs
Average bath 80 -120L of heated water £1.76 - £2.64
(11p /5L for heating and water cost)* suppose £2.00
average
Cost of shampoo and soap = £0.40
Total materials £2.40
Labour Costs
Time average 39.90 (ave) minutes per nurse
Average wages HCAs - (£8.20 hour) 39.90 mins = £5.45
Wages RGNs - (band 5 - £14.27 /hour) 40mins = £9.49
Lets assume 1 x HCA and 1 x RGN were used.
Total labour cost £14.94
HCA & RGN bath tub cost for body & hair washing
£17.34

Nilaqua Comparison

Nilaqua Comparison
2b) Bath Tub Method Using Nilaqua:
Using 2 nurses for the same reasons the patient is too
ill to walk or stand and a second nurse is required to
help with turning and washing. The patient can be
washed in bed and does not need to be taken to the
bathroom, no hoisting is required.
Material Costs
Materials
5/6 dry wipes (£0.75 /100 wipes) £0.04
Nilaqua 100ml Body Wash £1.50
Nilaqua 100ml Shampoo £1.50
Total materials £3.04
Labour Costs
Time average 19.72 (ave) minutes Nilaqua washing for
the body and hair washing
Average wages HCAs - (£8.20 hour) 20mins = £2.70
Wages RGNs - (band 5 - £14.27 /hour) 20mins = £4.69
Total labour cost £7.39
HCA & RGN Nilaqua cost for body & hair washing
£10.43
Nilaqua SAVINGS
HCA and an RGN providing a full bath cost an average
£17.34 using NHS method or just £10.43 using
Nilaqua, saving £6.92 (40%) per patient per wash.

Summary: In a traditional wash there are four actions; wet area, soap on, rinse oﬀ, dry
area. Nilaqua towel oﬀ products only require two actions; soap on, towel oﬀ, thus halving nurses time. Further more we learned from the study that the main consumer of
time is preparation and equipment, especially when shampooing the hair: taking oﬀ the
bed end, putting trays, buckets and towels in place and having to change the sheets
afterwards. Nilaqua eradicates this: one bottle and one towel is all that’s needed.

Testimonials

Kirsteen Moir A&E Nurse, West Middlesex University Hospital.
"Although I am currently working in A&E, I want to express how impressed I was with Nilaqua when
working on paediatrics, especially ENT and orthopaedic wards, where children have had spinal
injuries or broken pelvises etc, they find it very hard to move and do not handle pain as well as adults.
We used Nilaqua on a few specialist cases and it was an ideal solution for personal hygiene reducing
any unnecessary pain that the children had to endure. My own daughter had surgery recently and I
used Nilaqua to reduce pain and keep her clean".
Liz Gordon Palliative Care Services, James Paget Hospital.
Liz works with a lot of intensive care patients who cannot move from their bed, she also works in
palliative care where the patient has gone home to spend their last days in the comfort of their own
home. "The sheer logistics of moving a patient with severely restricted mobility is negated. Nilaqua
saves us nurses huge amounts of time, especially if the person is large or obese and requires more
than one nurse to move them"
Susan Drayton - Admiral Nurse Brent & Hillingdon
"Nilaqua is a godsend to us Dementia Nurses for example I have this elderly lady who is incontinent
with dementia and is refusing to wash or leave her bedroom! Her poor husband is extremely upset
and distressed as he cannot get her to the bathroom and she becomes terrified when we try to wash
her. Nilaqua has not only solved the bathing issues as she can be distracted whilst we wash her and
remains calm, but the partners mental health has also improved as there is less stress!" Nilaqua
should be an every day essential!
Ellen Efford - Ward Sister; The Vale Hospital - Gloucestershire
I think Nilaqua is absolutely wonderful for cleaning, especially the bodywash, which saves so much
time! I would recommend Nilaqua to anyone who is bedbound as it holds so many benefits and can
imagine if I were in ICU or Oncology this would be an essential!
Karen Love, Western Trust Hospital – Ireland
Karen bought Nilaqua when there was a fire and they temporarily had no way to wash the patients.
"Nilaqua served the purpose perfectly and would also be ideal if power, water etc.. cut out".
Nilaqua is also recommended by hundreds of carers & families, you can find Nilaqua on the
Alzheimers & Parkinsons Websites as well as the Disabled Living Foundation. Featured in
magazines such as Spinal Injuries Association, National Autistic Society and much more..

Save money and
improve patient
well-being
Improve staﬀ moral
and eﬃciency
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*Energy and water costs explained....

Water Cost
People average around 15 litres of water per minute using a typical shower nozzle
(see reference )
Average hair washing process of wetting the hair, applying the shampoo,
lathering and then rinsing takes between 3-5 minutes subject to the length and thickness of the hair.
Assuming you leave the shower nozzle running the whole time - you will use 60 Litres (average) of water!
The cost of water at £2.89 per cubic meter based on a weighted average of water and sewerage charges for all
companies in England and Wales. This equates to 0.00289 per litre,
which equals £0.17 per hair wash x 2 to include body washing = £0.34
Heating Cost
Electricity on average costs £0.13 per kwh, to heat a boiler assuming ordinary 240Volt water heater/
non-simultaneous operation, 5500 Watts x 3 hours = 16,500 watt-hours
or 16.5 Kwh per day x £0.13 = £2.15
A typical Tank holds 120L of water thus added to the washing cost.....2.15 + £0.34 = £2.49
2 bowls of water (10L) would equate to £2.49 / 12 = £0.21or 11 pence per 5L bowl
References
www.anglianwater.co.uk/_assets/media/Fact_File_5_-_Using_water_at_home.pdf (6-22 litres per min)
www.greenworks.co.uk/brochure/Water-Saving/ideal-standard-shower.pdf (10-30 litres per min)
www.bbc.co.uk/homes/housekeeping/wastenot_index.shtml (80L/bath)
http://www.oneminuteshower.com.au/ (20 litres per min)
www.thisplace.com.au/eco/tt_waterusage.htm (15 litres per min)
www.globalactionplan.org.uk/sites/gap/_les/Water%20Audit_0.pdf (6-15 litres per min)
www.energysavingtrust.org.uk/Energy-Saving-Trust/Our-calculations
www.cse.org.uk/advice/energy-saving-tips/energy-mythbuster
waterheatertimer.org/How-much-does-it-cost-to-run-water-heater.html
www.cernunnos-homes.co.uk/technology/boilers-explained/sizing-a-hot-water-tank/

Disclaimer: This study was completed in an external environment by former NHS staﬀ.
Waterless Limited cannot guarantee your individual savings will be exactly the same.
Utility bills, washing times, wages etc, may vary. We recommend that you look at your
current bills, test the product and form your own opinion

